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PC-Doctor Toolbox
A PC’s performance is directly related to its health—yet over time, a PC can lose performance and eﬃciency due
to frequent usage, new software programs, overloaded startups, temporary ﬁles and more.
Now PC users can get the world’s leading hardware and system information tools that PC manufacturers have
relied on for years—PC-Doctor Toolbox by PC-Doctor, Inc. These powerful system diagnostic tools are integrated
with those already in place by PC manufacturers to monitor key hardware and software components, all of
which combine to help a PC run at its best. Toolbox empowers users to solve PC issues without assistance,
reduces support calls, and helps avoid problems and repairs.
PC-Doctor Toolbox features:
• NEW! Toolbox Remote: cloud-based management
of Toolbox-enabled systems
• more than 300 hardware tests for all major PC
subsystems: storage, audio, graphics, networking,
memory, CPU, system board, and peripherals
• detailed system information to give a clear picture of
the current conﬁguration
• comprehensive system history showing changes and
events
• status and settings for backup and security solutions
• monitoring of Windows updates, system performance,
and hardware health
• links to Windows tools and support resources

How PC-Doctor Toolbox Works
PC-Doctor Toolbox is like having a computer doctor on duty
24/7, monitoring the hardware and software components of a
PC. When action is needed, the Toolbox dashboard describes
the problem and directs the user with recommended actions.

PC-Doctor Toolbox alerts the user when critical areas need attention, including backups, security, storage,
network, performance, hardware and updates.

Hardware Diagnostics
• accurate diagnosis of hardware issues
• quick, full or stress tests for a thorough check up, or targeted tests for
speciﬁc devices
• automatic monitoring of key hardware components, providing alerts
before issues become a problem

System Information
• in-depth knowledge of the PC and details about all components
• information on what is installed: ﬁrewall, startup programs, web
browsers, virus scanners, and more

System History
• system history to help understand when and why things go wrong
• details on software and hardware changes over the life of the system
• critical event history and historical diagnostic results

Drive Space Manager
• eﬀective organization and management of folders and ﬁles
• graphical view of drive space usage
• ability to sort ﬁles by type, size or name across an entire drive, uninstall
programs, and delete duplicate ﬁles

New! Toolbox Remote: allowing businesses, families, or anyone
administering multiple computers to manage all Toolbox-enabled
systems remotely from an easy-to-use cloud-based dashboard
• ability to easily view test results or failures for all managed systems
• free account oﬀered for all Toolbox users
• registration and sign-in at www.pcdtoolbox.com

For more information visit:
http://www.pc-doctor.com/toolbox
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